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Introducti on

Ang component exposed to repeated rapid thermal transients will fail by

thermal fatigue. Thermal fatigue degradation mechanisms involve

accumulation of damage, crack initiation, slow crack growth and failure by fast

fracture.

The material properties other than ductility which are important in thermal

fatique are hot tensile strength, elastic modulus, thermal conductivity and

thermal expansion. Oxidation resistance also plays an important role in

thermal fatigue. The interactions between material properties, imposed

thermal cycle, and component geometry define the ability of a structure to

resist thermal fatigue. However, the synergistic effects between these

variables are quite complex, and prediction of thermal fatigue behavior from

basic properties is difficult. A major objective of most high-temperature

fatigue programs is to develop and verify models for thermal fatigue by

comparing experimental data with analytical and/or computer-derived

predictions of thermal fatigue life.

Prediction of crack propagation rates in structural components from specimen

data generated in the laboratory is only possible if a parameter can be found

which c0iaracterizes the severity of the stress and strain cycles near the crack

tip Such a parameter is needed to match a particular loading and crack length

in a component with the correct equivalent specimen loading and crac,, length.

In cases of cyclic l oadi na mai nlyq nvol%'ing li near el as: tir deforrmati on n small

scale .i elding). the stress intensity- factor (AV" is a w Ised and

successful parameter Hoe,.., ver. he ,-,tres intensi ty ftCtor mal 'not be
1i
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applicable for some hot section components, since in these areas cracks may

grow through regions of substantial plastic deformation.

The prediction of propagation life in engine components requires the

consideration of thermal-mechanical fatigue (TMF) cycles. The problem of

thermomechanically driven crack growth in the presence of significant

inelastic strains is a challenging problem. In order for a single parameter to

be useful for predicting thermal-mechanical crack growth in components, it

should satisfy the following conditions:

1) It should predict crack growth rate from a single crack growth rate

versus parameter curve. In this way, cracks of different lengths loaded

in such a way as to yield the same value of the parameter, experience the

same crack growth rate.

2) It should correctly predict fatigue crack growth rates independently4

of part geometry.

3) It should be calculable for complex real part geometries.

Obviously, parameters not satisfying the above requirements would be of

limited value, since component or simulated component testing v:ould alway4s

ne required to obtain crack growth rate information.

In this research program. it was propos:;ed to asses the suitability of various

parameters for correlating high temperature and thermal-mechanical crack :,

growth rates A parameter was iought which c.an correlate data for the full

range of conditions from elastic stress and strain cycling to substantially

plastic strain ciicllng. The ultimate goal of establishing such a parameter is

2
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the prediction of the propagation life of real engine components.. since it is

known that cracks initiate early in fatigue life.

As secondary goals, the crack growth data generated were combined with

optical, SEM, and TEM observations to assess a sound fundamental mechanistic

understanding of the thermal-mechanical fatigue behavior of t4pical nickel-
h.

based superalloys.

Program Aao-"ch

Fatigue crack growth data in TMF conditions have been obtained on tubular

specimens for many years 11. This specimen geometry prevents the formation

of thermal gradients in the cross section of the materials., thus facilitating the

data reduction step. The TMF crack growth data were reduced [21 using LKa.,i

AK, A J, ACTOD and Tomkin's model. All of them (except .ACTOD) failed to

predict the TMF data within a factor of five. One of the main problems with t.e

analIsis of the fracture mechanics data of tubular specimen is that there is no

well-established equation which describes the state of stress and strain

ahead of a crack when significant plastic deformation takes place. This is not

surprising because all the equations developed for this geometry have assumed

a pure elastic behavior-

In order to achieve our main goal, thermal-mechanical fatigue data 'e"e,

obtained on conventional fracture mechanics specimens ("5E1) for vhich well-

established equations to describe the stress-strain field ahead of the crack

e.Ist.. The data generated by the test procedure ("*i4clinq under :-t -5,-rain

control) wMere analyzed in terms of the mechanical stresses and stra3irs. ,rd
3
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thermal stresses and strains, in order to assess their respective influence on

crack growth behavior. Using these values and known fracture mechanics

solutions, various fracture mechanics parameters ,ere computed in order to

estimate which one is the best and how it can be improved for life prediction in

TMF conditions.

The material used in this contract were tested in a program designied to span a

wide range of variables at sufficient depth to allow a fundamental mechanistic

understanding of the problem. The test program was designed to provide

sufficient data to clearly define the link between the environment and the

materials. In order to achieve the above, test specimens were exarmined in

detail after testing. Transmission electron microscopy (TEMl) and -_canning

electron microscopy (SEM) analysis as well as more conventional techniques

were used. The main differences between the conventional and the TMF crack

growth approach used in this program may be summarized as follows.

Conventional Approach Proposed Ap roach

to TMF Crack Growth to TMF Crack Growth

-tubular specimen -fracture mechanics -.pecimen

-no thermal gradient in -s-:mall thermal gradient in

the cross setion the specimen

- complex data reduction -eas data reduction

-no available fracture -cInutcliris for tle case of .

4
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mechanics solution for significant plastic deformation

the case of significant are available

inelastic deformation

-this aoproach is used -quantitative comparison of

qualitatively to assess the crack growth data

the TMF behavior of

different alloys

The experimental program consisted of five interrelated tasks which were

achieved in chronological order.

2.1 Task I: Literature Survey-

During the first year of this work, an extensive literature survey of high

temperature fatigue behavior was undertaken, with special emphasis on TMF -

data. The testing procedures relevant to TMF behavior were also reviewed it

was shown that the TMF behavior is a strong function of the controlled a,

parameters and the testing procedure.

2.2 Task II: Problem Definition

Testing capability requirements and testing conditions were defined in

collaboration with P&WA engineers for significant hot section cracki ni,

locations of commercial aircraft engines. These locations include first-stage

turbine vanes, first-stage turbine blades. and combustor liners Crac!ing in hot

5
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section vanes., blades and combustor liners share many features in comcri.-n

These common features are:

I. Relatively high temperatures (typical temperature in the ran'_je of

400"C to 960"C):

2. Time-dependent nonlinear material behavior; 

7I

3. Variable cyclic strains and temperatures leading to thermal-

mechanical fatigue conditions and:

4. Predominantly thermal loading, leading to a strain-controlled, rather

t han load-controlled situation.

The similar cracking characteristic between combustors., vanes and blades

listed above imply that testing capability requirements and testinq proqrams

for the vanes and blades closely parallel those for the combustor liners.

The requirements for testing facilities- and test specimens for T'IF testing are:

4,

1. Strain control to simulate the thermal loading of the component since

most high temperature components are under strain-controlled

conditions. The mechlanical strain (total strain rninu,. theranal stral n "

was controlled

2 Strain hold times to si rnulate stead4 state conditiors underq':'ne

during normal operation of nuclear reictor ani :-'as turti ne enqlnes
6
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During this period the test specimen is undergoing creep/relaxation

behavior.

3. Controlled transient heating and cooling to simulate the component

strain/temperature phase relationship.

-. Compressive load-carrying capability of the specimen to sustain

compressive stresses which develop in the heating period of the cycle.

5. Crack length measurement capability to obtain crack growth data in

TMF conditions.

TMF crack propagation included testing of the base metal only, since this type

of cracking is readily studied by a fracture mechanics approach. The amount of

component life spent in starting a crack in the coating has to be addressed in

terms of crack initiation techniques. TMF tests should include several testing

conditons in order to simulate the various strain-temperature relations at

various locations in an actual component.

Testing included both isothermal tests at the minimum and maximurn

iernperatureof tle TMF tests. Tile follow,^/Ing variables 'e- included in the

testing procedures:

I strain range, 0. 10 to 1.0 ,

2 mean strain, R -I and 0.5

7
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3. strain rate, set bi the maximum transient heatin and coolind ratesile
that can be experimentally obtained. II.

.-.

The alloys selected for this reseach program are "-i
--

I. Inconel X-750 "

2. Hasteloy-

3. B- 1900+HfI '

221 "  Iriconel X-750 -'

Inconel X-750 is a corrosion and oxidation resistant material with good tensilei...

and creep properties at elevated temperatures. Typical applications include :+

land-based gas turbine parts, nuclear reactor springs, bolts, bellows and ,

forming tools. The temperature range of interest is from --,,(' to 65,u,'C

2..2 , Hastel 1oy-X .-

This material is used extensivel at Pratt . ,.flltnei4 Airrft in cornercil

aircraft engine combustor liners. Hastelloy-s is a nickel base alloy

strengthened bij :nlid solutinn of rhromlrri ,ndicl'jt'denum

22 I B-1901' + Hf

"8
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Tiis material is also used P.xte-nsi-l'. 1i_ at Pratt 'hitn ey Aircraft for

commercial engines; typical applications are vanes and blades (third stage). B-

1900 is an advanced conventi onall1y cast nickel base alloy w.;,ith .y hardening.

When casting the test specimens, great care is taken to reproduce the

microstructue encountered in actual ccmpcnent parts.

2.3 Task III: Design and Construction of Testing Unit

The apparatus which was built is a computer-controlled thermal fatigue

testing system consisting primarily of a closed-loop servo-controlled electro-

hydraulic tension compression fatige machine (MTS 810 model 906.06)., a hiqh

frequency oscillator for industrial heating (Lepel Model T-2.5-l-KO 1 -BW), an

air compressor for cooling, a low frequency function generator (Exact model

504), a data acquisition and control system (HP-6942A), a proqlrammable high

resolution DVMI (HP-T476) and a main frame computer (HP 9,051,S) The sf45nten"

is capable of testing specimens of different size and configuration (SEN, CT.

hollowy tube.. etc.) and to wYithstand a fatigue loading of 25 0 lf V11 "Kgf).

The test specimen is mounted in a verticle plane into two end grips of high

tensile steel. The specimen alignment is insured by the use of a Woods metal

pot which prevents the development of a net bending moment in the specimen.

Because of DC potential drop technique is isd to monitor crack qro',vth.. the

lower grip is electrically insulated from the system by means of a ceramic

coating. The ends of the end grips are water cooled by means of copper coils

surrounding them. The system and its capabilities are describ ed in detail in

Appendix I.

2.4 T ask I ,V NMech an i ca:l 5ehavi io'r
9
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2.4.1 Basic Prouerties

Tensile specimens were tested to qualify the materials. Tests were conducted

at room temperature and up-to 962 0C. Metallngraphic specimens were taken

from the same locations to qualify materials. Conventional creep type

specimens were tested at various temperatures to characterize the

deformation behavior of the materials. For Hastelloy-X and B-1900Hf

complete strain versus time behavior were measured to determine creep rates

in the primary and steady state regimes.

2.4.2 TMF testing-

The TMF response of the materials was determined using single-edge-notched

(SEN) specimens under stress- or strain-controlled testing. The test program

-was designed to evaluate the small scale yielding and fully plastic fatigue

crack propagation behavior.

A series of fatigue tests were performed using precracked Inconel X-750

specimens under a constant range of applied loads- the strain and potential

,"vere measured as dependent varables. Isothermal crack grow th tests were

performed at 400 0C and 92 00C. In-phase cycling (maximum temperature at

maximium stress) and out-of-phase cycling (maximum temperatutire at rmini mum

stress) between 400 ,2E,°C were run in the elastic range to assess the abiliti

of fracture mechanic to correlate TMF crack growth,. Isothermal strain-

controlled tests at 40C," -and (2c.*°r were run. In-phase and out-of-phase

cycling (400,925:'C) ,'ere performed at two strain ranges i.e "elastic and

10
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fully plastic) levels. Measurement of the opening stress, as determined by the

potential drop, provided useful information on the Influence of environment and

plasticity on crack propagation rates under TMF conditions.

2.4.3 Damage Characterization

The microscopy of failed specimens included detailed TEM and fractographic

study of microstructural changes such as y" coarsening, carbine precipitation,

grain boundary cracking, oxide cracking, and oxide penetration. Microscopic
studies were performed on both isothermal and TMF failed specimens in order

to assess differences in microstructural damages associated with thermal-

mechanical fatigue.

2.5 Task V: Data Analysis

In order to determine the respective influences of thermally and mechanically

driven crack growth, relevant fracture mechanics parameters were computed in

terms of thermal strains, mechanical strains and total strains. It was then

realized that the conventional definitions of the fracture mechanics ,
parameters (AK, AK,-, etc.) cannot apply to displacement controlled crack

growth experiment. Proper analytical solutions for AK and -",K, for

displacement controlled testing were derived. The detail of the derivations are k

given in Appendi' II

The results obtained for Inconel V-750 are shown in Append.:, W. ?esuits of

damage analysis concerning 0-1900+Hf are shown in Append:: I' The TMF 

crack growth data of E-1 '900+Hf and Hastelloy-X under elttl and f"' :l'ti:
11
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conditions are shown in Appendix V. A complete analysis of the data is

discussed in [11.

3. Main Achievements

The main achievements of this research program are:'ft

1. Completion of a literature survey of the thermal-mechanical fatigue

data published in the open literature. This literature survey covered the
different experimental procedures for TMF testing. Following this

review a new approach to the TMF problem was proposed.

2. Agreement with Pratt & Whitney Aircraft to cooperate on THF

research. P&WA provided materials and insight as to determining the

relevant testing conditions for TMF.

3. A fully computerized testing system to run various TMF test was

built. The software to run the isothermal and TMIF tests, as ,el as to

analyze the data were developed. A correction procedure to the potential

drop technique to measure crack lengths and crack opening ( or closure)

(stress) was also produced.

4. Isothermal and TMF tests (with and without cracks) were performed.

Tests were run as to cover the complete range of strain ranges, i.e. from

elastic strain regimes to fully plastic strain ranges. Special care was

taken to duplicate the temperature ranges and strain ranges experienced

by in-service components.

5. Fracture mechanics solutions for displacement controlled SEN

testing conditons were developed. It was shown that conventional

12
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fracture mechanics solutions developed for stress-controlled conditions

overestimated the true driving force for cracking.

6. Damage under isothermal and TIIF conditions were identified for B-

1900+Hf. A sound mechanistic understanding of TMF in this alloy was

achieved.

7. Various parameters were computed to correlate TMF crack growth

data. The use of the stress intensity factor (derived for displacement

controlled) corrected for the opening and closing of the crack was shown

to be a successful parameter.

Bi-?
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Abstract

A computerized testing system to measure fatigue crack growth under

thermal-mechanical fatigue conditions was built and is described in detail in

this paper. Built around a servo-hydraulic machine, the system is capable of

push-pull test under stress or strain controlled conditions in the temperature

range of 25- 10506C. Both temperature and mechanical strain are independently

controlled by the closed loop system to simulate complex in-service strain-

temperature relationship.

A DC electrical potential method is used to measure crack growth rates.

The correction procedure of the potential signal to take into account power-

line and RF-induced noises and thermal changes, is described in detail. It Is
shown that the potential drop technique can be used for physical mechanism

studies and for modelling of crack tip processes.

Al
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Introduction

During the past two decades, the design criteria and the material

property requirements for critical structural components of gas turbine

engines has changed. Until the mid-sixties, most critical components such as

turbine disks and blades were life limited by the creep and stress rupture

properties of their materials. However, a demand for improved performance of

advanced engines has led to marked increases in operating temperature and

stresses. The result has been a transition from creep to low cycle fatigue as

the dominant life limiting factor in over 75 percent of turbine components.

Low cycle fa tligue (LCF)--defined as the Initiation, slow crack growth

and failure by fast fracture in less than 5x10 4 cycles--Is a stochastic process

having considerable variability. To provide a safe operating life, the LCF

approach has been to use a lower bound on the mean cyclic life that is

equivalent to a probability of 1/1000 of initiating a detectable crack (1/32

inch) during the design lifetime of the component. In practice, this translates

into 999 out of 1000 components, which are retired from service after

reaching their design lifetime, although they are still structurally sound. In an

attempt to utilize the remaining life of these 999 components without

sacrificing structural safety, the U.S. Air Force and the major aircraft engine

manufacturers have implemented a revised life management philosophy named

retirement-for-cause (RFC) or on-condition liring. Under RFC, components

undergo periodic inspections and return to service if no cracks larger than a

. critical" size are detected. This procedure relies on two premises. First, the

* cracks larger than a "critical" size must be detected with a high degree of

reliability. Second, the crack growth rates under In-service conditions have to

A2
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be predicted with high accuracy such that cracks smaller than the "critical

size will not grow to a catastrophic size during one Inspection Interval.

Whereas the RFC Is being applied to existing engines, the newly

implemented Engine Structural Integrity Program (ENSIP) is a specification for

future engines that requires a damage tolerant approach for all critical

components. Under this program, flaws or defects are assumed to exist In the

component at the time of production. Design calculations and component

testing must demonstrate that such defects will not grow to a catastrophic

size within the lifetime of the engine. In this scenario, the ability to measure

and analytically predict crack growth under typical engine operating conditions

is a key technology. These conditions, as shown In Figure 1, Include variation

in temperature, strain ratio, sustained load/strain hold time, as well as

interactive effects.

There are, at the present time, some sophisticated testing assemblies

which are capable of reproducing the complex stress-strain-temperature

cycles described in Figure 1 [2-41. However, these equipments are very

expensive, which partly explains why moSt of the high temperature fatigue

tests are still conducted under isothermal conditions. These test systems use

tubular specimen geometry and some fatigue crack growth data has been

generated with this geometry in the last ten years (4-71. Unfortunately, this

geometry is not easily suitable for crack growth measurement and It is no

surprise that crack growth rates data lower than 10-6 m/cycle have not been

measured. Adequate fatigue life prediction relies on the knowledge of

experimental crack growth data in the range of 10-10 to 10- m/cycle under TMF

conditions. Therefore, a newer approach to TMF crack growth testing must te

considered to meet the requirements of RFC and ENSIP.

A3
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The purpose of this paper is to describe a computerized testing unit

capable of measuring thermal-mechanical fatigue crack growth (TMFCG) rates

in the range from 10-10 to 10-3 m/cycle. The control system and the correction

procedure of the DC potential signal is described in detail.

Basic Requirements

The testing capability and testing conditions for TMF testing of

specimens are those that allow the duplication of in-service conditions. The

requirements for testing facilities and test specimens for crack growth TMF

testing are:

1. Strain control to simulate the thermal loading of the component

since most high temperature components are under strain-

controlled conditions. The mechanical strain (total strain minus

thermal strain) should be controlled.
'

2 Strain hold time to simulate steady state conditions during normal

operating of gas turbine engines. This period consists of a creep/

relaxation behavior.

3. Crack length measure,nent capability to obtain crack growth data

in TMF conditions.

'. Controlled transient heating and cooling to simulate a component

strain/temperature phase relationship similar to the one shown

in Figure 2.

5. Compressive load-carrying capability of the specimen to sustain

compressive stresses which developed in the heating period of

the cycle.

A4
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TMF crack propagation should include testing of the base metal only,

since this type of cracking is readily studied by a fracture mechanics approach.

The amount of component life spent in starting a crack in the coating has to be

addressed in terms of crack initiation techniques [101. TMF tests should

include several testing conditions in order to simulate the various strain-

temperature relations at various locations in an actual component.

Design of test unit

The apparatus which was assembled is a computer-controlled thermal

fatigue testing system consisting primarily of a closed-loop servo-controlled

electro-hydraulic tension compression fatigue machine (MTS 5I0 model

906.06), a high frequency oscillator for industrial heating (Lepel Model T-2.5-

I-KO I -BW), an air compressor for cooling, a low frequency function generator

(Exact model 504), a data acquisition and control system (HP-6942A), a

programmable high resolution voltmeter (DVM HP-3478), and a main frame -.

computer (HP 9816S). Figure 3 shows the control block diagram of this system.

The system is capable of testing specimens of different size and

configuration (SEN, CT, hollow tube, etc.) and to withstand a fatigue loading of

25,000 lbf (11.350 Kgf). The test specimen is mounted in two end grips of high

tensile strength steel The specimen alignment Is insured by the use of a

Wood's metal pot, which prevents the development of a net bending moment in

the specimen. because a DC potential drop technique is used to monitor crack

growth, the lower grip is electrically insulated from the system by means of a

ceramic coating. The ends of the end grips are water cooled.

The demand-signal generators
A5
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The demand-signal generation system provides separate demand signal

for the control of specimen strain or applied stress and temperature. A

programmable temperature controller Is used to generate the driving signal to

the high frequency generator and the air valve driver. It is also providing

trigger signals to the DVM, computer, and function generators (if required). The

computer and the data acquisition and control system provide the command

signals for the stress and strain controlled cycling. Proper coding and decoding

of trigger signals from the temperature controller to the computer allow the

system to generate any strain/stress/temperature cycling. Feedback signals

from measuring points on the machine and specimen are compared continuously

with the demand signals in the electronic control equipment. The difference

between corresponding signals (i.e., the error) controls the power delivered to

the hydraulic actuator or the heating circuit unit in such a way that the error in

the test variable is reduced; careful choice of relative signal magnitudes

(amplification) allows adequate control of each variable.

Control of strain or stress

Control of specimen strain is achieved by control of the displacement

between two knife-edges of the strain detector attached to the specimen

surface This axial strmin extensometer consists of a linear differential

transformer (LVDT), ano transmitter consisting of two shims which link

r. together two sets of Invar arms, each supporting an alumina rod. The feedback

signal from the LVDT is compared with the demand signal and the difference

between the two, the error signal, is used to control the driving signal to the

servovalve. The command signals (mean strain and amplitude) are sent by the
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Multiprogrammer (HP 6942A) which Is controlled by the 9016S. Figure 4 shows

a block diagram of the strain controlled closed-loop unit. In the system, the

set point command (mean stress or strain) Is led directly to the servo

controller of the MTS unit. %

The amplitude command signal was obtained by feeding the output of a %

twelve bits voltage D/A converter directly into the MTS servocontroller. A

memory card can be used to continuously supply preloaded data to the D/A. A

timer card determines the time between each analog voltage change such that

the changes are perceived in the test as continuous as possible and not as a

series of step changes.

Data acquisition and control unit

The command signals are sent by this data acquisition and control unit

called Multiprogrammer or HP-6942A. It is composed of an internal main

microprocessor, memory buffers for I/0 and data storage, a real time clock and

a backplane where separate plug-in cards are connected. Each plug-in IO card

is equipped with its own microprocessor.

Instructions to run the test and values of the stress (in ibs) or strain (in

%) for the mean and amplitude are typed-in on the HP-95 165 at the beginning of

the test. These values are then converted into their corresponding binary code

and voltage are sent to the Multiprogrammer which in turn decodes them and

re-programs the appropriate I/O cards

With the proper I/0 cards, the system has the following capabilities

I data acquisition

2. measurement ranges

3 control
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V4. synthesis %l

Acquisition

Analog measurements from up to 16 channels (can be increased to 960

channels) may be acquired at 33,000 readings per second, depending upon the

scanner system configuration. Random access to any channel, as well as

continuous scanning, are easily accomplished. Figure 5 shows a diagram of the

scanning system configuration implemented in our system. The signal may be

digitized at rates up to 33 KHz by the A/D and stored on a memory card. Each

memory card can store up to 64 K readings. The digitizing process takes place

independently of all other Multiprogrammer activity, that is, the data

acquisition are achieved in parallel without any interruption from the control

actlvlties.

Measurement Ranges

Proper switches on the A/D converters are used to select and measure

voltage range from ± 25 mV to ± IOV full scale in the presence of 250V of

common-mode voltage. The resolution can then be varied from 12 1V to 5 mV.

Control and Synthesis

As stated earlier, twelve bits voltage D/A converters provide outputs for

analog programmable instrument and stimulus of units under test (mean

stress/strain and amplitude). A memory card can be used to continuously suply

preloaded date to the D/A curd at rates of up to 10 KHz. Any type of waveforms
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may be loaded into the memory card from the computer and used as stimuli for

tests. Random fatigue loading can therefore easily be achieved without

modification to the system (hardware). Any repeatable wave shape (sine,

square, triangular, etc.) can also be preloaded into a memory card. A timer card

determined the time between each analog voltage change such that the changes

are perceived in the test as continuous as possible and to achieve cycling at a

pre-determined frequency.

Control of temperature

The specimens are heated by a radio frequency unit. For TMF tests, low

frequency heaters (10 KHz) are often used (5-81 because they produce lower

wall thickness gradients than do the higher frequency (450 KHz) heaters and

because there are fewer ground-loop problems with the 10 KHz heaters than

with the 450 KHZ heaters. However, It Is the author's belief that high

frequency induction heating is preferable because of its fast response, making

it possible to provide high heating rates and capabale of Inducing considerable

thermal stresses in specimens of small cross-section. In this case, the

heating mode is close to that encountered in-service, since the heat is

generated within the surface layer of the specimen. Temperature measurement

is accomplished by thermocouples welded onto the specimen. A thermistor is

used with the temperature controller to provide a stabilized cold junction.

As pointed out by Carden [91, there is a relationship between the heating

method, the design of the specimen, and temperature measurement and control.

Radio frequency induction requires close coil-to-specimen spacing and small

grip ends which makes difficult the mounting of additional measurement

devices and obscures access to and visibility of the surface for replication,
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etc.; also, the coil has a high voltage RF potential requiring insulation and
safety precaution. A temperature disturbance occurs at the thermocouple mass

in the field, as well as at specimen locations spaced to the coil. Finally, there

might be possible RF induction-induced ground loop problems In the

instrumentation cabling.

In order to minimize these potential problems, great care must be taken

to use properly shielded cables. The coils were machined as to maintain

constant coil-to-specimen spacing. This was achieved by using a mold having

oversized dimensions of the specimen. Before each test, the coils were

carefully positioned around the specimen as to minimize the temperature

difference between the four faces of the specimen. The temperature variation

along the gauge length of the specimen has been measured to be less than 10°C

and accurate to ±I C.

The amplified signal from the thermocouple (Figure 6) Is compared with

the demand signal which was programmed. A difference between the demand

and feedback signals caused by the specimen temperature being too low, causes

an increase in the power supplied to the coil. The increased power passing

through the coil increases the temperature of the specimen and hence reduces

the error. If the temperature is too high, the power to the coil is reduced.

Compressed air is used to cool the specimen during the cool down portion of the

temperature cycle. The air valve is best controlled by the temperature

programmer which opens or closes a solid state relay that drives the power to

the air valve. With this technique, the air flow is always synchronized to the

temperature cycle and is repeatable. The cooling rate is controlled by the

heater ballasting the air blast cooling.

The limits of the system, In terms of heating and maximum temperature,

were also tested. Heating rates in excess of 200C /sec. have been obtained
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with the test rig and single edge notch specimen geometry (see Test Rig

Verification Procedure). For faster rates, some control accuracy Is sacrificed

and a detailed thermal analysis has to be performed to determine the time-

temperature distribution in the specimen. Using different specimen geometry

and coil design, control heating rates In excess of 200°C/sec. were achieved

with an identical heating/cooling unit [10). The maximum uniform temperature

*. that can be reached is a function of the specimen geometry and specimen-to-

coil distance. With the present configuration of specimen and coil design, the

upper limit of the temperature cycles is 10500C. In the development work,

specimens were tested between 400 and 925°C. A six degree per second

heating and cooling ramp was programmed and run. The dynamic performance of

the system Is shown In Figure 7. Five thermocouples were used and the

temperature of each thermocouple was always within ten degrees of the I-

requested profile throughout the test.

Crack Growth Measurement

Crack length measurements during thermal-mechanical fatigue cycling

under either elastic or plastic strains have been performed mostly by optical

measurements (5-6, 11-131 and by cellulose acetate replica [141 on tubular

centered notched specimens. In these experiments, the surface crack lengths

must be converted to a mean crack length for the tube used [81

I

a R sin-' (2a/D) (1)

where a is the mean crack length, R the mean radius of the tube, Do the outer "

diameter of .he tube, and 2op the total projected length measured by
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microscope. This equation applies only if the crack grows symmetrically in a

fan direction. Although stress and strain Intensity solutions for this geometry

exist 1151, they require precise measurement of the crack length which is, in

practice, very difficult to achieve. The resolution claimed 161 for optical

measurements is in the range of B0- 120 ipm, depending on the crack tip

resolution and providing the measurements are taken at maximum tensile load.

There have been few attempts to measure crack length in TMF conditions

using the potential drop technique 111- 121 on a 12.7 mm diameter push-pull

specimen. Using a starter notch 200 pm deep, experimenters have been able to

resolve accurately a crack increment of 40 pm, and the corresponding growth

rates were measured to better than 10-8 m/cycle f121. The method of potential

drop has been used satisfactorily for isothermal conditions for numerous

materials 116-201 and preliminary experiments by the authors have shown that

It can be used satisfactorily provided that the electrical noises are adequately

filtered and that the calibration curve is properly corrected in order.to take

into account changes of potential with temperature [18].

The electrical noises induced in the potential probes by RF heating can be

eliminated by the use of a band-pass filter centered on a 430-460 KHz

frequency range. Power line surges, transients, and RF induced power-line

noises can be taken care of by the following technique. First, a 10 KHz band-

pass filter is used to eliminate the induced-noise of the 10 KHz Master

oscillator of the MTS console used to provide excitation to the servo-valves

LVDT's. Second, the DVM Is programmed to convert the analog signal in 10

power line cycles (PLC). In this mode, I PLC is used for the runup time, the A/D

operation repeated ten times. The resulting ten readings are then averaged an d

the answer becomes a single reading. This, with the built-in broad band filter,

greatly reduces the emf noise induced by the power-line fluctuations A
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schematic of the DC potential system Is shown in Figure B. Because the

potential, the temperature, the load, and the strain are recorded synchronously,

It is possible to take Into account the thermal variation of the potential. The

procedure Is the following. First, the changes in potential as a function of the

temperature and strain or stress (V(T,cy)) is measured. Then a thermal cycle at

zero stress is recorded (V(T, a = 0)). The effect of the applied stress or strain

is obtained by subtracting V(Ta-O) from V(T,a)) to yield V(o). The procedure

Is outlined in Figure 9. To assess crack growth, the peak potential of each

cycle (V(T,a)) Is recorded, and plots of the voltage versus applied number of

cycles are obtained. Using well-known solutions [16-17) relating (V/Vo) to

(aoo) for the single-edge notch specimen geometry, the crack lengths versus N

curves are derived. Improved sensitivity can be achieved through the use of

reference probes [19-211 where the ratio (V(t)/Vo) is corrected by multiplying

by (VWr.f/Vref), the ratio of the initial reference probe signal to the reference

probe signal at time t. The resolution achieved under TMF conditions on single

edge notch specimens is better than 10 im.

A close look at the potential signals shown In Figure 9 indicates that

they can be used to generate information on the mechanisms taking place at the

crack tip. By noting that V(T,o) and V(T, ay 0) are also functions of the

geometry, we can write

V(a) = V(T, c0, geo) - V(T, o - 0, geo). (2)

Therefore, for a given temperature T and zero applied stress, the expected

value of V(W) is zero if the geometry of the crack, which include crack length

and configuration, is unchanged. However, if V(7) is not equal to zero at zero

applied stress, then the geometry terms in V(T, a, geo) and V(T, a = 0, geo)

must be different (see Equation 2). Assuming that the crack increment during

the thermal cycle is negligible, then the difference associated with the
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geometry term is solely a function of the configuration. The applied stress

required (see Figure 9.b) to give V(a) = 0 represents the minimum necessary

stress to re-establish in the specimen the same crack configuration. Because

the transition point where V(a) equal zero corresponds to the transition

between the tensile and compressive part of the cycle (see Figure 9), it is

logical to assume that this change in configuration is a change in the opening of

the crack [ 18-20).

From Figure 9 other information can be derived from the analysis of the

V(a) potential curves. That Is, to determine when the crack is growing within

one cycle. In Figure 9.b, the V(o) curve for in-phase cycling shows a hump near

the maximum stress whereas at low AK (Figure 9.a) and for out-of-phase

cycling, the V(a) curve is continuous without discontinuity. Such an increase

in potential usually reflects a sudden increase in crack length [16-211.

Therefore, it can be concluded that under this particular condition and specific

loading the crack growth was happening at the peak applied load/strain. On the

other hand, for the other conditions shown in Figure 9, it is logical to assume

that the crack was growing in a continuous fashion in the tensile going part of

the cycle (0 < a < amax) The crack extension during a single cycle can be

estimated by comparing the values of V(T,o) at the beginning and at the end of

the cycle. Local estimate of the crack growth rate within one cycle can be

computed by dividing the increment in crack length by the time spent in the

tension going part of the cycle (time Interval for which V() > 0). If a hump is

seen on the Y(a) the time interval between the hump and V(oa) = 0 must be

taken.

From the above analysis of the V(o) curves it can be concluded that the

potential drop method has the capability of monitoring crack extension during a

cycle, whereas the optical measurement and compliance methods are limited
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for.growth measurement to no less than one cycle. Therefore, detailed analysis

of the crack growth process can be achieved and this is particularly important

In trying to determine the mechanisms involved with TMF crack growth.

Test Rig Verification Procedure

TMF and isothermal fatigue crack growth tests were performed under

strain control on single edge notch specimen (1 1.7 x 4.4) mm2 of cross-section

with a starter notch approximately I mm deep which Is cut by electro-

discharge machining. The specimen were pre-cracked In fatigue at 10 Hz at

room temperature up to a AK of about 20 MPa m. Axial strain was measured

with a calibrated LVDT along a gauge length of 12.5 mm. Temperature and

mechanical strain were computer-controlled by the same triangular waveforms

shown in Figure 2. The thermal strains (Eth) were measured by cycling the

temperature at zero load. The total strain, computed by adding the Et to a pre-

selected mechanical strain (Em) were used for the control. Every five cycles

the V(T) potentials were re-setted and the thermal strains checked for any a

drift. The software developed to run the tests is given elsewhere [221. The

frequency was kept constant at 0.0056 Hz (1/3 cpm) and the temperature

cycled between 400 and 925°C. Figure 10 shows Eth, Eff, , Etot, and a as a

function of time within one cycle for both in-phase and out-of-phase cycling.

Typical hysterisis loop obtained by plotting a and E.. are shown in Figure I 1.

From the potential versus time curves similar to one shown In Figure 9, the

(a/w) vs N curves were derived. The crack growth rates were computed using a

seven-point incremental polynomial method (ASTM E647-81). The &K., the

strain Intensity factor, were computed using a superposition method derived

for an edge crack in a plate with no bending and fixed-end displacements [22-
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241. The crack growth rates as a function of AK, are shown in Figure 12. Data

on the same material but obtained by conventional optical measurements 171,

are also reported. As can be seen from Figure 12, the data from the TMFCG set-

up agrees quite well with data taken from conventional TMFCG test apparatus

provided the K's are calculated, assuming no free-end rotation of the specimen.

However, our data covered three orders of magnitude lower then those

previously reported. As expected from our knowledge of crack growth

mechanisms in isothermal testing, the TMFCG curves are also characterized by

a "threshold* regime which did not exist in the data generated by conventional

TMFCG methods.

The crack growth rates are ranked, in terms of severity of damage in the

following order; isothermal (at Tmax), in-phase, and out-of-phase cycling.

However, correction of the K's to take into account closure which has been

previously defined as the applied stress at which V(a) = 0 (see Figure 9), have

shown that the stress intensity factor correlates very well the testing

4 conditions for high strength/low ductility materials like X-750 and B-1900 Hf

118, 231. Research is under way to determine if similar corrections can be

* applied for the fully-plastic regime [25-261.

Summary

A thermal-mechanical fatigue test rig has been built around a

conventional servo-hydraulic machine to simulate complex stress-strain-

temperature cycles as experienced for in-service components The system and

its capabilities have been described in detail. A corrected DC potential drop

technique used to accurately measure crack lengths was shown to yield better
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capabilities for low crack growth rate measurements than the conventional

methods used In TMFEG testing.

It has been shown that solid specimen geometries can be used to

simulate almost any type of in-service conditions. Although these geometries

might require proper thermal analysis to determine the thermal distribution in

the cross-section, it has some substantial advantages over the tubular

geometries. The most important advantage is that it allows deterministic

crack length measurements and the use of accurate fracture mechanics

solution.

Further, the choice of fracture mechanics criteria as the failure criteria

for aircraft components requires a careful monitoring of specimens during

testing, whicn obviously increases the experimenter's effort considerably.

This extra work, however, is justified by the greater relevance of the data

available to the designer.
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Appendix B - Fracture Mechanics Analysis

S-Solutions for Single Edge Notch Specimens under Fixed End
Displacements

by

N. Marchand*, D. M. Parks** and R. M. Pelloux***

4.

Abstract

The KI solution for a finite length single-edge notch specimen
loaded under fixed end-displacements is derived using a crack com-
pliance analysis. Numerical and experimental checks of the K solution
are provided. Good agreement between the experimental and numerical
solutions is observed. The applicability of conventional fracture
mechanics to correlate crack growth data generated under displacement
control is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

1he single-edge-notch (SEN) geometry with end constraints has

received considerable attention in analytical fracture mechanics because

of its frequent use as a test specimen. The problem of a SEN specimen

with fixed-end displacements has been studied by several authors [1-3].

In particular, the formulation of Harris [2] has received much attention

because of its ease of application. However, we felt that the closing

bending moments associated with zero far-Neld relative rotation were

perhaps more significant than those implied by Harris' solution, and this

premise motivated the present analysis.

ANALYSIS

The presence of a crack in a rectangular sheet of thickness B

loaded by uniform imposed end displacements cause the line of action of the

applied load to shift relative to the specimen centerline. This shift pro-

duces a bending moment that tends to close the crack. For the SEN geo-

metries, the only known boundary conditions are the imposed displacements,

and the applied stresses are not known a priori and must be determined.

We consider an isotropic linear elastic sub-specimen of length L

that is "sufficiently long" compared to crack length (a) and specimen

width (W). The specimen is of thickness B and is subject to opposing

forces N and moments M as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The line of

action of the force N is taken as the mid-specimen. The following con-

siderations are restricted to mode I behavior although the argument can be

B2
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1 i.
generalized to include other modes.

The relative displacement 6 and rotation e of the specimen ends

can be taken as the sum of a "crack" and "no-crack" parts:

tot C nc

= + ()

L tot L

The compliance of the "no-crack" beam gives its extension 6 and rotation

*nc in terms of the tensile force N acting throughout its center and the

corresponding moment M[4]:

5 L IE'A 0 N
- 1~o /E?!](2)

where E' = E(Young's modulus) r'r plane stress and E/(I-, 2) for plane

strain, , being the Poisson's ratio. The section moment of inertia

I = BW/12 and the cross section area A = BW can be substituted into Eq. 2

to yield:

5 [L/E 'BW 02/' 4 NK]
(3)

L f_0L-.

The expression for the "cracked" terms are obtained by considering

the complementary energy of the specimen U in terms of N and M,
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U(N,M) = [N M] + (4)
nc 6

where the matrix scalar product is indicateu. Since the "no-crack" terms

given in Eq. 3 are independent of crack length, the energy release rate is

u 1 [N MI /a
3a 2 38 /V 1 (5)

With the standard relation between G (fracture mechanics energy release

rate) and KI, the change in complementary energy with respect to crack

length a is equal to [5]:

a B 2 (6)

The stress intensity factor for combined tension and bending can be obtained

by superposition of the stress intensity factors applicable to tension and

bending. Therefore, in matrix form

= ;K ;K] F-1 (7)I-, TN N,] M

Highly accurate functional forms of DK/DN and K/;M can be obtained from

the compilations of Tada et. al. [5] where, for example .

B4



L i
_' F 0a 3

16 / 2  0.923 + 0.199 (1-sin()) 4  1

;K B2 -T a (8.2a)

BWq

a Cos-)

(ira) 1/2.F26 (8.2b)

BW

lie

Nate that in Eq. (8.1b, 8.2b), alternative non-dimensional function

F1, F2 are introduced in such a manner as to facilitate K-calibrations inwi for b a -6M/BW

rNow equating Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 and inserting
oEq. 7 into Eq. 6, one obtains ns.c

F -I ~ )

BT (9) -, T)I

1/2/

B5 .
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Integrating Eq. 9 with respect to "a" provides the "crack" compliance s.

matrix:

_ = V~z c~ rNJ(10) '
'a

where

C 2B [ (a) dal C

0

a°

T gna rK sa -,K now b e in ti.. CM (a ), (11.2),,

2B KC22 (a)- da' =o-T(11.3)

0

The generalized forces N, M can now be evaluated in terms of imposed

displacements t e by using Eqs. 1, 3 and 10, providing

tot'.. .. .

a6 €,

-, , -'" r -''" ,. .;,, " -.- " "", ''- -" ""- .. -..- .-. " -" . --. -"-": -'" -" --' '''- - --'' -"" "". -"" "- ."" - "".B.6.-" '



12L*

tot E L3M +C 4 - C 21 N ~2

+ C N + C1M(12.2)
tot E'BW 11N CM

* or, on m~ultiplying by E'B;

'Be -LM + VBC M,+ E BC N (13.1) 1tot W3 22 21

L

totB, + E'BC N + E'BC, M. (13.2)

For fixed-end displacement with no shear force eto 0 and 6to 6.I

Then from Eq. 13.1 we get

MEBC2N (14)
12(L/W)+EBW C 22 _

while Eq. 13.2 can be re-written

B7



E'B6 = L + C N + EBWC (15)

On defining the dimensionless cracked compliance Ci as

CI ,, 1I (16.1).1'

C E'B ,(

C2 2 _ E'BW2C 2 2  (16.2)

,.

C 1 2  C2 1 = E'BWC E'BWC21 (16.3)
12 2211

Eq. 14 simplifies to

M - C12
- _--__ N (17)

2(W) + C22

while Eq. 15 simplifies to

L 1 - + C M (18)
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When Eq. 17 is inserted into Eq. 18, the axial force N can be obtained

4 as

N E EBW - -(19)
L w - d1

11+~ -E -,1S(12 (&) + C )
2

The substitution of Eq. 19 into Eq. 17 provides

C12

M EBW6(12(Lf*) + C 2
L -6 2

~~ r (C12) I
1+L -1 (1*2(L/W)+C 2 ) j(0

Eq. 19 and 20, respectively provide the force N and bending moment M

applied to the crack in terms of the imposed relative displacement 6

under conditions of zero relative rotation. Note from Eq. 20 that, since

the are inherently non-negative, the sign of M is indeed negative,

tending to close the crack.



The total stress intensity factor for this specimen is, by

superposition, the sum of that due to tension and that due to bending.

Due to linearity,

3K ;K
KI r- ,N +t--.M (21)

and on combining Eqs. (8.1b, 8.2b, 19, 20) we obtain

p..i

I F2(E )  1l2(0)
"" F1 ( )F1-6 C ".

1 1/2)12(L) + C (E)
V6~ 1/2 1W 22

KI - * (Tra) • ,(22)
L ^2 .C

- 1 + w1 c1 2

12 () + C22(Q

Aw

where = a/W. As shown in [6], the terms C ij(&) are normalized

dimensionless cracked compliances which need be calculated only once. In

the present application, the integrals of Eq. 11 were numerically evaluated

in increments of dimensionless crack length r = 6a/W of size 0.01 using

Simpson's rule. If we now substitute the nominal stress value a E'S/L

into Eq. 22, we recover the familiar form

BI0
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K , G(,,n) , (23)

where

i !.
FZ()_ M 1- 2,.2

F(E) [12n + C2 2 (E)] (24)

G(,f)-. 2' -.'

1 L 22 (24)

(12n + C22(M

and - a/W, n L/W.

In Fig. 2, plots of G(,, n) versus a/W are given for different

values of L/W. The dimensionless functions F1  and F2  of Tada et. al. [5]

(see Eqs. 8.1b, 8.2b) for pure tension and pure bending, respectively, are

also shown for reference purposes. Finally, Fig. 2 also shows the approximate

stress intensity factor calibration of the SEN specimen due to Harris [2],

who gives
.

KI a r7a FH(a/W) (25a)

with

B11
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FH(a/W) = 25 13 (25b)
/20-13(aIW)-7 (a/W) 2

In the interpretation of Eq. 25a, the nominal stress "a" is

understood to be N/BW, the nominal far-field stress, which in the present

application must be determined (analysis) or measured (experiment) in terms

of the imposed loading parameter 6.

As can be seen, our solution for G is strongly dependent on

both relative crack depth and specimen length-to-width ratio and shows a

local maximum with respect to a/W at some intermediate value of a/W for

all (L/W) ratios larger than 2. For smaller ratios, the geometric cor-

rection factor G shows a monotonic decrease with respect to a/W until

very deep cracks, a/W > .9, are considered. Tada's and Harris' geometry

correction factors which were derived for tension, F1  and FH under

conditions of constant remote uniform tensile stress show a monotone increase

with increasing a/W. Tada's bending geometry correction factor F2

shows a slight decrease with increasing a/W, reaching a minimum value near

a/W = 0.15, followed by a monotonic increase.

A basic assumption of the preceding analysis is that the specimen

length (L) at which displacement boundary conditions are being imposed

is sufficiently long in comparison to the appropriate St. Venant decay

distance for the local stress disturbance introduced by the presence of the

B1 2
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crack. For short cracks, a/W << 1, the characteristic decay distance is

"a", so that providing L/W > 1, the analysis should be valid. For very

deep cracks, the decay length is specimen width W, so L must in that

case exceed some multiple of W. This analysis cannot precisely quantify a
N

requisite minimum value of L/W for any particular maximum value of a/W.

However, good agreement has been obtained with Bowie and Freese's solution [3]

for low values of L/W = 2, the agreement between the two solutions was within

one percent for all values of a/W covered by the analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

An experimcntal check of the solution was provided by performing

fatigue crack growth tests on SEN specimens subject to imposed displacement

loading. The dimensions of the specimen are shown in Fig. 3. The notch, about

1 mm deep, was cut by electro-discharge machining. The test material was

B-1900+Hf, a high-strength/low ductility superalloy with good creep and

oxidation resistance at elevated temperature. The tests were run under fully

reversed strain control condition in the elastic regime (AE = 0.25%) in

laboratory air. This nominal axial strain was controlled over a gauge length

of 12.7 mm which included the crack. The temperature and frequency of the

tests were 925°C and 0.1 Hz. Before starting the tests, the specimens were

precracked at 10 Hz and room temperature under load-controlled conditions up

to a K of about 20 MPavm (Harris' solution) which corresponds to an a/W

ratio of 0.125. Details of the experimental set-up and crack growth measure-

ment technique are given elsewhere [7,8].

B13
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Fig. 4 shows the crack growth rates as a function of the strain

intensity factor AK . The AK is used for convenience because fatigue

at high temperature is a strain-controlled process. It is defined as

follows [9,10]:

AKE :AE-v a• G(a/W) . (26)

In the above expression, G (a/W) is the same geometric correction term

derived in connecticn with the stress intensity factor. That is, in Fig. 4,

the strain intensity is calculated as aE-.a .FH(a/W) with A = .25%.

In spite of the fact that AK , so-defined, lacks a rigorous mechanics

interpretation, it has been used for correlating crack growth data under

strain-controlled conditions [9-12J. Clearly, the non-monotone correlation

of fatigue crack growth rate with strain intensity factor range is not to be

expected in cracks of macroscopic dimension. Thus, the non-monotonic nature

of this correlation strongly suggests that there are deficiencies in this

analysis of the strain intensity factor.

To provide a more rigorous understanding of the result, the AK

were re-defined as

Ke = AK/E' (27)

B14
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where the AK is the stress intensity factor derived for stress-controlled

(Eq. 25) or displacement-controlled (Eq. 23) conditions. In cases of pre-

dominantly elastic behavior, this definition of strain intensity factor is

consistent with standard fracture mechanics. Fig.5 re-plots the fatigue

crack growth rate versus the cyclic strain intensity factor deduced from

Eq. 25 and from the current analysis (Eq. 23) using the value of L/W = 2.17

corresponding to the length of the uniform reduced gauge section of the

specimen. In the application of Harris' formulation, the nominal stress a

was ca'tculated using the tensile force N measured by the load cell. It

should be noted that the load cell output is insensitive to the shift in

load line which is associated with longer cracks. Again, the curve indicates

that the correlation between measured fatigue crack growth rate and inferred

strain intensity factor is non-monotone. Note, however, that the cor-

relation is somewhat better than that shown in Fig. 4 because the inferred

range of aK occurring during the tests is reduced. The lower inferred

range in the present case is due to the use of the measured load value,

which decreases under fixed displacement conditions, due to the increasing

crack compliance. This load-shedding is not reflected in the previous

definition of AK as AE*v'a • FH(a/W). The importance of load-shedding
CH

in the determination of the actual driving force has been recognized by Leis

et. al. [13-14] which also used the measured load in their K calculations.

At this point, it is useful to consider more carefully the mathe-

matical model of an imposed displacement with no rotation over a length "L"

B1 5
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as it relates to an actual specimen, such as that in Fig. 3, and its grips. !

Two points need to be reviewed. First, the applicability of the zero

rotation conditions and secondly, the implication of measuring and controlling

the imposed displacement at the back face of the specimen.

In the present case, the zero rotation condition is effectively

enforced at the base of the threaded ends of the specimen. Thus, the

effective value of L/W for the specimen might be expected to be somewhat

greater than that based on the length of uniform reduced gage section. The

additional effective length would correspond to the no-crack bending com-

pliance of the tapered shoulders connecting gage section and threaded ends.

The tensile part of the additional compliance is not required, since the

mean extension a is measured over the gauge length of L = 2.17-W 25.4 rm.
gauge

If we let Lb denote the augmented effective bending length of the specimen,

and nb = Lb/W, then the modified versions of Eq. 22 is (see Appendix).

E'g a~~1/2nb'-
K1 = L-" a) • G(E , , (28)

where

F 6F2 (") C12 ()

F() (12n b + C

G( = 2 (29)
I + [ (c

(12rb + C22( ))
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and, again, n = L/W.

* The other point to consider is the consequence of controlling the

back face displacement, 6BF (see Fig. 3) instead of at the centerline of

the specimen. Because the displacement 6 is controlled at L instead of

Lb where no-rotation is effectively enforced, the displacement at the back

face is equal to the displacement at the centerline (6c1) minus the displace-

ment induced by rotation, eL, at L, i.e.,

*BF C1 L)-- (30)

* Now, using Eq. 30 with 6 c(L) given by Eq. 12.2, the final corrected version

K, which takes into account both the effective length (Lb) and back face

displacement is given by (See Appendix).

KI - (Tra)1 /2  G ( , n, ) (31)

where

) 1 6 2( 12

(12n b + C22(E)) 3b 2m (32)

"2+ 12(V) 6 C" 2 ( ) (n-b)]j" + cw( ) - c1 (^ c,
n+ C2 () 122 + c22( )
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with n, nb and defined as before. The additional term appearing in

the denominator of Eq. 32, as compared to Eq. 29, is of litte consequence for

shorter cracks, and small values of b Thus, the fact that back face, as

opposed to centerline displacement is monitored is generally of minor

significance.

Based on the assumption that (da/dN)max  coincides with a maximum

in the AK (i.e., the correlation is monotone), plots of da/dN versus

a/W were compared with plots of G' ,a/W) versus a/W wherec

G'(a/W) - )i/ G G ), , b)
(3

-1-/,

for various values of nb . Note from Eq. 33 that for prescribed , K

is linearly proportional to G' c(. The results are plotted in Fig. 6 versus

relative crack depth, a/W. The maximum growth rate, occurring at a/W = 0.52,

coincides with the location of maximum G' c (,nn b ) for the case of nb = 2.5.

A plot of da/dN versus AK inferred from the present analysis with
E

Lb/W z 2.5 is shown in Fig. 7. A very tight correlation between the crack
growth rates and the A 's is observed with a monotone correlation, within

reasonable limits of experimental scatter. One concludes that our K-solutions

(Eq. 28, 31) correlate the data providing the proper "effective" bending

length is used. It should be pointed out, that an Lb/W ratio of 2.5 (which

corresponds to a length of 29 mm) is the distance between the mid-shoulders

of the specimen.
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CONCLUSION

For a given geometry and applied end-displacements, Figs. 4 to 6,

show that the uncritical use of conventional stress-derived KI solutions

can substantially overestimate the KI values. While such an eventuality

is conservative in application, it is non-conservative when testing to obtain

basic materials behavior.

In-the present case, the use of the strain intensity factor as

represented by Eq. 26 seems to have two important limitations, both of

which grow in importance at higher a/W levels. First, this definition of

strain intensity factor as crack growth driving parameter does not account

for the substantial load-shedding associated with the increasing crack com-

pliance. This limitation can, in part, be mitigated (as in Fig. 5), by

monitoring the decreasing load amplitude as the crack extends, and substituting

this crack-length-dependent load into a tensile loading intensity factor

calibration. The second major limitation of the traditional strain intensity

factor defnition is that it fails to account for the development of a closing

bending moment, associated with the prescribed zero-rotation boundary

condition. This closing bending moment further reduces the effective crack

driving force. A complete analysis of tension and bending moment in the

specimen is required. When the K-solutions are derived from a line-spring

analysis and combined with an effective specimen length, good correlations

are found between K and the experimental fatigue crack growth data.
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APPENDIX

Consider a specimen of gage length L with its associated shoulders.

Let's define Lb the effective length at which the zero rotation is enforced

(eILb=O). Obviously Lb > L and, as a consequence the back face displacement

6BF measured at L will be equal to the centerline displacement minus the

angular displacement at L, i.e.,' WL. Therefore, the known quantities

are IBF (measured at L) and eto t across Lb. Equations 12.1 and 12.2 can

now be written as

0 = totL b ) =(L b ) = ec(Lb) + ec (A.1)

6 = 6 (L) 6 (L) + 6 (L) - L7 @(L) (A.2)
BF tot nc c 2

Substitute Eq. 10 into A. and re-arranging, yielding

."' E 'BW

' M -C12 N( .
W 12 n b + C E'BW N (A.3)

On using the dimensionless crack compliance defined by Eqns. 16.1 to 16.3,

Eq. A.3 simplifies to

B22
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M 12 ',

W N /%A. 4)
12 n + C

b 22

where nb = Lb/W. Noting that M(Lb) = M(L), the displacement 6BF (Eq. A.2)

is, using Eq. 10 and A.l,

NL W+ C2N + C i + C22M + CI2N] (A.5)BF 11 [ + Cl N -C12 M  BW3  22 12

which, upon re-arranging and using the dimensionless crack compliance .%

(Eqns. 16.1-16.3) yields

N = E'BW IBF . 1
L "2 6

I + C11 ) 12( 612(t)(ri-rb) "
(t + . . (A.6)

(12nb + C2 2  (12rb+ c2 2 ())J.

-4

Finally, recalling that

KI , F1 ()+ 26M  2 (A.7)

and upon substitution of Eqns. A.4 and A.6 into A.7, we get

1 6F2( ) C12

I( )_ (12n C2 2 ) ,E' &B
BF

K1 = • •_ (A.8)

L A.2
C1 2  

6C12()(n-nb)

12n b + C22(M 12 b  + C22

B23
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Equation A.8 corrects for the fact that actual displacements are measured

at back face instead of the centerline, and for the fact that the zero-

rotation condition is imposed not at L, but at some distance Lb close

to the actual grips.
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LIST OF CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Resultant force N and moment M transmitted by the grips to a SEN
specimen.

Fig. 2 Geometrical factors F1, F2, FH and Eq. 24 as a function of the
dimensionless crack length.

Fig. 3 Single edge notched (SEN) specimen used for the testing (notch:
1 mm deep x 0.025 mm wide).

Fig. 4 FCG rates as a function of the strain intensity factor calculated
using Eq. 22.

Fig. 5 FCG rates as a function of the strain intensity factor calculated
using Eq. 25.

Fig. 6 FCG rates as a function of a/W and Eq. 33 as a function of a/W for
various nb ratios.

Fig. 7 FCG rates as a function of the strain intensity factor calculated
using Eq. 32. ,!
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Appendix C - THFCG in Inconel X-750

THERMAI.-MECHANICAL FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH IN INCONEL. X-Mh

Norman Marchand* and Regis M. Pelloux**

*Research Assistant, Department of flaterials Scienco
and Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,P
Cambridge, M1A 02139, USA.

**Professor, Department of Materials Science and
Engineering, Massachuisetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, MA 02139. lISA%

AIISTP.ACT

Thermal-mechanical fatigue crack growth (MIFCC) was studied
in a nickel base stiperalloy Inconvl X-750 under controlled
load amplitujde in the temperature range from 300 to 650*C. In-
ohasu (Tmi at mx.out-or-phase (Tmi at Imx and isothermal
tES at 650*C were performed on single-edge notchI bars under
fiilly reversed cyclic conditions,

A DC electrical potential method was used to measure crack
l enoth . The eleltrical potential response obtained fu)r eachI 11C'ycle

ofa given wave form and R value yields information OTn crack c Lo-
sure and crack extension per cycle. The macroscopjic Crack growth
rates are revorted as a function of X and the relative magnitude%
of- the TMFCG are discussed in the light of the potential (trot) in-
rarmat ion and of the frdCto,.;raph ic obser-tvat ions.

I NTRODUCT ION
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and life predictions techniques are based upon isothermal testing.
In fact, the study of fatigue has generally bypassed real thermal
f,tti.ue loading partly because isothermal tests are relatively
simple to perform, but also because it has often been felt that
such tests carried out at the maximum service temperature would

give worst case results. However, several studies which have com-
pared fatigue resistance under thermal cycling conditions with
that in isUthermal tests have shown that in many cases, the latter,
rather than giving a worst case situation, can seriously over-
estimate the real fatigue life [1-151.

* The influence of temperature on low cycle fatigue (LCF) lives
is well documented [16-19] but the mechanisms by which temperature
influences the fatigue process are not well understood. Low cycle
fatigue is generally acknowledged tobe directly related to mate- -

,

rial ductility; however, as ductility increases with temperature,
4 low cycle fatigue life normally decreases. Creep and environment-

al effects are known to influence LCF behavior, but the relative
contributions of these two factors are not easily differentiated.
[17-19, 20].

The subject of thermal fatigue which involves combined tem-
perature and stress-strain cycling, is less well understood than
isothermal elevated temperature fatigue and only limited data
have been gathered on crack growth during thermal-mechanical fa-
tigue (THF) under conditions of small plastic strain (2, 5-7, 9,
13-141.

The data obtained from thermal-mechanical testing for con-
ventionally cast Co- and Ni-based superalloys, and for direction-
ally solidified Ni-based alloy [5-7, 9, 13] have shown faster
crack growth rates than for the equivalent isothermal conditions
at Tma Furthermore, crack growth rates under out-of-phase cy-
cling Tmin at ;max) were found to be faster than under in-phase
cycling (Tm at 7max). For a 12 Cr-No-V-4 steel thermal-mech-
ically cyclaetween 300 and 6000 C, very little difference in
growth rates for T,-IF and isothermal tests were found [21], where-
as. in inverse behavior was observed on a 304 SS [15]; that is,
f.aster crack growth rates under in-phase cycling than under out-
oi-piase cycling.

From the T.11 crack growth data avAilable in the open liter-
atrare it can be seen tha riL c re is no uen=ra1i.. t on to it. :-ide
on.cernin' the scve ritv of Jacnacu' ,tS,, i ated %iitli in-phalse a1nd

ot.t-Of-ol.ise cycling, and that there i no iind md lost rule for
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Inl ,ordetr Lo obtain a bL-Cter unidcr:tan ditw-' ol Lim, Pi:(; b,_,-
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Utnding of TMF of typical nickel-base superalloys. Second, to
assess the suitability of various parameters for correlating high

temperature TMFCG rates used for adequate fatigue life predictions

of engine components.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Materials and Specimen

The material used in this investigation was a standard chemi-

stry Inconel X-750, a corrosion and oxidation resistant material
with good tensile and creep properties at elevated temperatures.

The chemical composition, the heat treatment of the as-received

annealed material, and the tensile properties at high and room

temperature are given in Table 1. The grain size is about 0.12 mm.

Single edge notch tensile bar specimens were used in this investi-

gation. The test specimens have a rectangular cross section of

11.7 x 4.4 mm 2 and a starter notch approximately 1 mm deep which
is cut by electro-discharge machining. The specimens were pre-
cracked in fatigue at 10 Hz at room temperature under a L.K of about

10-15 MPa m-. All the LK's were calculated with the expression de-
rived by Harris [22].

(20 - a - 7(a)2,1 / 2

w w

This formula which was derived for an edge crack in a SEN plate

with no bending is suitable for the testing system.

Table I

(a) Chemical Composition (wt. pct.)

Ni Cr Fe Ti Al Nb Mn Si C Co

72 15.5 7 2.5 0.7 1 0.5 0.2 0.04 1.0

(b) Heat Treatment

Temperature (*C) Time (hr) Quench

1150 2 air cool

850 24 air cool

700 20 air cool

(c) Tensile Properties __

Temperature (0C) Y(NP. ) (11a) (Pct)

blO 1000 30

300 616 1000 32

650 550 820 7

Copy available to DTIC does 1.
permit fully legible reproduction
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Apparatus and Test Conditions

The apparatus used in this study was a computer-controlled
thermal fatigue testing system wh~ich consisted of a closed-loop
servo-controlled, electro-hydraulic tension-compression fatigue
machine, a high frequency oscillaror for induction heating, an air
compressor for cooling, a mini-computer, etc. Figure I shows the
control block diagram of this system.

LO.0.

COTRLE

SIANCKUSMIRPO

CENLRATOR ACT-AOR i9

* Fig. 1. Diagram showing the control system of apparatus used for
TMFCG tests.

The system is capable of testing specimens of different sizes
ind configuraition (SEN, CT, hollow tube, etc.) uip to Loads of

N 25,000 tbs. The specimen alignment is insured by the use of a
*Void's metal pot which prevents a bending moment in the spc imen.

Becciuse a DC potenti[al drop technique is used to non itor crack

growth, the lower grip is eolect rical lv insulated from the system
by ineois oft a ceramic coaiting . The ends of the gri ps are water

I)OCL led b means (if copper coils.

crip-rmiLirc WJS meafSuirvd wi th 0).2 mm diamelLter chronme I-a I ime 1
by r~m-oiip Iv eS h i . wo re spiL lwe dd Along t he. 4.ttl,'L IVen 2t h. Bv

'lt .I1 11. hetLnipter.iLtirvill thme giiic lenth s main-
tiild withiin -)'' the dci red 1,itatmr2 a bli k::il And

*Li Iill rv ,, e it i ic , inis toIVcL r L. Ill, t i I-L* I I r i Od t ill' L s

7111 1 e*.t ir, 1) 'i t treISs uv r, i-ompu~it cr c in t r, V I J wi tIi thI li t-
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t ens ion at 10W I ompe rattirv dc ad in compr~ress ion At lii 'd evmnerattirv
und, r Cte aoit-o-o ije cv ,adVitce V01-1,1 U1nd1r iii.-uis

it LiU Uie TL t crqtpcl. iitlre range ini tliesc tes t ,?a j,)( ti ) - ,C.

[lie t,-sts were carrie.d oIut at .1 i r*, quency of'8 *')1 h:t ( I / 3 cprn)

n d were run at it R ratio V,, -1 or 1)(.5 .I sothermal
rti .ILtic' tests 11S re also cnihnit e under the same (reqticnk v at
for ,)mpiris,)n with the resuilts or TtMFCG; tCStS. All I te tests
twerv carried ouit in air. Tablec 2 sninmarizes the experi*mental. coin-
,I itii ons . At leaist two tests at eacti condition were per 'o rmied t o
ins u re re peaiab i Ii ity o f thIe re sutLS .

There have been tew attempts to measure crack Ivn~zth in thle
TMF cclgus ing thle potential drop techinique 121. The na-LIL d
js AS ve LO b,'t.iratr in iSOthILrmal c01nditimoll mud All he2

used for P~IF test ing p rayidvd that the elect ricalI no i.t- is ie
quate 1 v filtered and rthe cal ibrat ion curve is prope riv Corrected
to take into accounit chainuesoptntjl ih tempo rat mre Tr is

* a achieved hy uts ing a 4 30 KHz f ilIte r and a htigh accurac y digital
volteterprogrammed toI convert the anaLog s ignil ilver~lge over 101

Power Iline CVc los (PL.C). In this mode, I PLC: is used for thle runl-
up time with the AID conversion repea',ted tenl t imes. The re sulIt in1g
Lc1 t-,-Id i 1 -s ire LI111 Vhe aeri gd ind t lie answe r h c ,mts is in vlet

This svstem, as opposed to the optical measurement and compli -

.Ince mthlods, has thlie cajpability of' monitoring Ohe crack Oelesionl

Juring a inlccI, whereas thle previous methods art, limited for
2,rcittn measure-ment to no -iore than onie cycle. The re fo re , de ta i I Led

n.Isisof tho craick growth process can be per formed muld t iiis is
pirit iulairle impo)rtanrt in try, ing toi determiuc- thein rneimi-lsms ill-
.,ol v.J with 1'IFC(n or with thle kinetics of short crick gr )w'th.

* TabIle 2

Experimental Conditions

rcmncc'(h.)Tempe r ItuLre ('C) R-Rit io

0l 12 0.05

Mi -ph-

Ildm i0)f3 I -omsc1110

minIemi (iny legiblen I uin-lillti) -

.

CedQalbet TCde o
IN N %
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ST I IL a tVifUs ChIIan ge o)! thle ne.t st ress tndf temipefratuire ft0r in- pha jse
And outL -ifp oC VC I inig It I ow and i i K . I n t hvse f i gti ri' s%

ht 1j O t ent jaI chIan ge with1 s tr ess and temnpe rat ure V ( r . ) and w ith1
temperature oniv V( U) ire plotted . Tht. mechanical driving farce
V'( ) which is thle difference between V(T, ) and V(T) are also
plotted. In order to assess crack growth, the peak potential of
each cycle was recorded and plots of the voltage versus the number
of cycle (N) were obtained. Using ain experimental calibration

urve, tile crack lengths versus N were derived. The crack growth
raites were calculated using a seven-pointL incremental polynomial
methiod. Figure 4 shows the results as a function of "'K (R = 0.05)
aflid Kmax (R I)

First, it can be seen that the crack growth rates are higher
for TM1F c , cling than for the equivalent isothermal condition (650'C)
whlich is in agreement with the results obtained on other nickel-
base alloys [5-7, 9, 131. Secondly, it is observed (Fig. 4) that
the crack growth rates are higher for R I than for R = 0.05
Whichl indicates that compressive stresses play an important role
in thll Mechanics of TMFCG. Comparison between out-of-phase and

itn-ohase at R = -1 shows that out-of-phase cycling is more damag-
ing, than in-phase cycling at high -,'K, whefreas at low .'1K, thle crack
,rowth rates are the same. The explanation for this behavior can

be found in Figs. 2 and 3. At low .'K the potential curves V-

for out-of-phase and in-phase are similar which indicates that the
mechanical driving force for cracking are similar and identical

crack growth rates are therefore expected. As ,.K increases, how-
ever, the V(.)) potential curves for both in-phase and out-of-phase

ccing display characteristic features (Fig. 3). The in-phase

V(-) curve shows a smooth increase with 'net up to the maximum

followed by a sharp increase at T
maX. The potential then remains

stable as *net starts to decrease and sharply falls as 'net ap-
proaches zero. In the compression regime the potential smoothlyr
decreaises, reaches a minimum at -,min, and final ly increases as thle
stress increases again. On thle other hand, thle out-of-phiase V(

A pote~ntiL curves shows (at the same _K) a smooth increase with -net
iit peaik value at "max, The potentLial then decreases down toa

minimum value and f inally increases again with 'net. The most im-

portaint featuire of these signalIs is the crossover point (denoted ~
*,r .Ii ik-h V( 0. The crossover point represents L1c StL r tss. to0

Cp I o thle Specimen for the Potent iat L o equal V( () . Because
Vi I jis i'asii red at 0 for the ent i rc thermal 'c c thc e~pect -

c d Ltes o .ijplV is 0. Hiowever, iL tile potent il fiei id near
trilck tip is disturbed either by a iin-zcro rsiu stres-

,t r. in Ci,1d or by _eomL-tci cal 2V,-nts, sitl I S blunt inc ,csl~

L,1 L. ti, <,1 0) potenltial1 miihL not neCCeShar11 dv pii <
.il ili-eri St ress is req(jiiricd to an cl oult tiLe oillrih~ii. l io

0 Il~s ib ooneui.For theI'l oit-01 -0hscpoen,1i.11 coe

it .l,,i' ti crs at ,cro stre-ss lor tile 1i-I)s v.U i ii
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first assuming that the crossover point occurs near an effective
closure stress (il it follows that the effective stress inten-
sity factor (-'K eff) for crack growthi will be higher for out-or-
phase than for in-phiase cycling (): is negative). It' we plot
the crack growth rates as a function of -Keft-, we find that both
in-phase and out-of-phase crack growth rates overlap (Fig. 5).

It: is important to note that [the absolute amplitud-e of thv
V(,) signal (see Fig. 3) in the compressive regime ot thie cc~c,
is much higher for out-of -phase thain for ini-phase cvc ling wh i ch
ind icate , thait the crack surfaces .,re in CO11tAC 01i on a uIch 1 1i~er
scale than under in-phase cycling. This %was ,,1ntirmL'J by fraicL,-

raiph ic oh ser,,at ion whii ch shinws thaj ut-jfpi jL~ iu 1 eaids
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.ind the fractographic observations lead to the conclusion that al-
thiough there should be no cracking at the maximum temperature be-

lu-Se Of the compressive stress, some form of scverc :iamnige is
taking place under compressive strain. Also, the surface oxide
film formed at high temperature will rupture at low temperature,
under maximum tensile stress. This loaIds to a rusharpen ing of the
c rack t ip withi each cycle aind results inii n increaise in growth
r jt

Thie rationaile for the nc~z,it ive i -rest re in out-of -phalso
&vclI in-. ain be f,-uind b,, ;is,,I i:: in o : ta t h(2 rciii I c i re- jel i t

the crnck tip is of tensile narial It .' r, pljl-di)ii Lii it
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a ngatvestress has to be alieod in ode to 'ace it ad to

close the crack. This negative .Ialso represents the effective

contribution to cracking Of the damage taking place dUrn;, the
compression part of the cycle.

FAMflE CR~ACK PROAGATION

.-
I- _77__

C -,--ASEI IX-65ez*.

PH-~ASE i X -5 R- 0,Zt

E~ -0 6_6

KM 0., AK tW0. K

Fig. 4. TMFCr, of Inconel. X-750 as a function of LK.
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Sb,

The difference in growth rates between the isothermal test

(6500 C) and the TMF tests were also explained by looking at their

respective \'(!) potential curves at low and high K. At low AK e

no significant differences were observed between V(-) potential

curves. At higher ..K, however, the isothermal V( ) potential has

shown a crossover point taking place at a positive stress. This t

has the effect of reducing the effective driving force for crack-

ing. By taking into account this ccl in the computation of .'K,

one finds that the crack growth rates in terms of "Keff for both

isothermal and THF tests are similar (Fig. 5). The positive clo-

sure stress observed was attributed to the build-up of oxides in

the wake of the crack. This is supported by fractographic obser-

vation which shows greater oxidation for isothermal testing than

for TMF testing. I

CONCLUS IONS

Faster crack growth rates were measured in Inconel X-750 ""

cycled between 360 and 650'C under out-of-phase conditions than

under in-phase cycling at R = -1 or R 
= 0.05. This behavior was

rationalized by introducing the concept of an effective closure

stress which was defined L. the applied stress at the crossover

point of the V(:) potential curve. 11 should represent the ef-

fective contribution to cracking of the damage taking place during

the compressive part of the cycle. Correlation between TMFCG rates

and -K appear to be valid provided elastic conditions prevailed in

the bulk. Correction to the applied stress can be introduced in

order to take into account damage occurring in the compressive part

of the last cycle. Further work is needed to assess the suitability

of 1IK to more realistic conditions involving TMFCG under cyclic

plastic strains.
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A study was undertaken to develop an understanding of the fatigue

response of superalloy B-1 900+Hf under combined thermal and mechanical

strain cycling In air. Comparative evaluations were made with existing

thermal-mechanical data of B- 1900 and with results of a comprehensive study

of the fatigue behavior of the same alloy under isothermal conditions. The

thermal-mechanical fatigue (TMF) response was investigated for constant

amplitude, fully reversed, mechanically strained cycling of uniaxially loaded

specimens in the temperature range from 400 to 925"C. Experiments were

conducted both with maximum strain In-phase with maximum temperature, and
out-of-phase with maximum temperature.

TMF cycling was observed to cause more cyclic hardening than in

Isothermal fatigue experiments at the maximum and minimum temperatures. In

terms of mean stress or plastic strain range, out-of-phase cycling was shown

to be more deleterious than In-phase or isothermal cycling. However, few

differences were observed in terms of the stabilized stress ranges. The

asymmetric cyclic hardening/softening behavior Is explained In terms of

coarsening of the y' and associated strain field. For TMF cycling, the high

temperature flow stress depends on the density of the misfit dislocations,

whereas the low temperature flow stress Is controlled by the magnitude and

sign of the applied stress. The TMF cracking modes are discussed. The results

show that the fracture criteria under TMF cycling is a stress-base phenomenon. "

KEY WORDS: thermal-mechanical fatigue. superalloy, cyclic hardening, damage

mechanisms, directional coarsening.
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Most high temperature components operate under conditions of cyclic

mechanical non-Isothermal loading. The design of these components must

consider the effect of plastic strains that are associated with transients as
well as with the steady state operating stresses and strains that cause time

dependent failure. Figure 1 [1] shows schematically the stress and strain

cycles to which gas turbine disk and blade materials are subjected to as a

result of rapid start, steady-state operation and rapid shut-down. These

stress-strain-temperature cycles produce high strain low cycle fatigue which

leads to crack initiation, slow crack growth and failure by fast fracture. As a

consequence, It Is necessary to Investigate the cyclic stress-strain behavior of

these structural materials under cyclic temperature conditions. High

temperature fatigue studies generally bypass real thermal fatigue loading

partly because isothermal tests are simpler and much less expensive to

perform, but also because It was felt that such tests carried out at the

maximum service temperature would give worst case results. However,

several studies which have compared the fatigue resistance under thermal

cycling conditions with that of Isothermal tests have shown that. In many

cases, the latter, rather than giving the worst case situation, can seriously

overestimate the fatigue life [2-19 .

In the last two decades, a large effort has been made to characterize

both fatigue crack Initiation and fatigue crack propagation behavior of

materials at elevated temperature. It is easy to understand that high

temperature fatigue is a complex problem because of the time-dependent

processes which Intervene, In addition to the cycle-dependent phenomena. At
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high temperature, factors such as strain-rate or frequency, waveform signal.
hold time and environment have a strong Influence. Moreover, most nickel-base

superalloys are metallurgically unstable when they are cyclically deformed at

high temperature. Thereoore, changes In the fow properties of the materials

at the crack tip are expected to Induce changes In the propagation rate. Any

decrease In the work hardening exponent of the crack tip material caused by an

Increase in strain rate or by an increase In temperature, would cause an

increase in crack propagation rate. Similarly, stress relaxation reduces the

effective value of the yield stress. All these phenomena, which are

temperature-dependent, greatly complicate the prediction of life In real

components. Isothermal testing, to study the effects of tests parameters, is at

a disadvantage; new design concepts are needed which are based on the

knowledge of the cyclic response under thermal cycling if more accurate life

prediction methods are to be established.

This paper describes the results of a study where the low cycle fatigue

behavior of superalloy B-1900+Hf was Investigated for conditions of combined

thermal and mechanical strain cycling. Experiments were limited to the two

extreme conditions of In-phase and out-of-phase cycling. The objective of this

study was to obtain Information on thermal-mechanical behavior of a commonly

used superalloy. In turn, this Information Is used to assess the suitability of

various parameters for correlating high temperature TMF crack growth.

However, since thermal-mechanical fatigue testing Is more time consuming,

costly, and complicated than isothermal fatigue testing, the approach taken in

this program was to conduct a limited study of TMF behavior over the

temperature range of 400 to 925"C for correlation with previous isothermal

work on the same material.
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Review of Experlmental Data

Udoguchi and Wada [21, Sheffler [31, Taira et al. [4-51 and others [6-191,

In studies of thermal fatigue of high temperature alloys, have shown that

thermal fatigue can be shorter than equivalent isothermal fatigue at the

maximum temperature of the cycle. More specifically, some of the results,

giving Nr as a function of the plastic strain range AE for an A-286 steel [31,

have shown that in-phase cycling (maximum temperature at maximum tensile

strain) is more damaging than out-or-phase (maximum temperature at

maximum compressive strain), which In turn caused fracture in fewer cycles

than isothermal cycling. This was attributed to extensive cumulative grain

boundary sliding during thermal cycling. Similar results were obtained for 304

stainless steel [6, 8-9k, 18]. However, when the data Is expressed in terms of

total strain range AEt, Kuwabara and Nitta [8-91 found that isothermal and out-

of-phase changed rank and that this new order was consistent with the fraction

of intergranular cracks that was observed.

Studies of Cr-ro steels have pointed out the strong temperature-

-:' dependence of the microstructure under TMF conditions [13-161. It is

significant that ThF tests between 200 and 600"C have shown that in-phase

cycling gave higher endurance than the isothermal tests at 600"C [ 13-151.

However, when cycled between 300 and 650"C, out-of-phase cycling gave

shorter lives than did isothermal testing at 650'C [16]. These results Indicate

that when the temperature embraces a ductility minimum in the material, out-

of-phase cycling gives shorter lives than Isothermal testing at the maximum

temperature.

For superalloy IN-738, high strain fatigue tests, In-phase and out-of-

phase TMF cycling between 400 and 950°C, all gave the same endurances at a
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given AEL level [20. However, Nitta et al. [1 8-19] have shown that the

endurance of IN-738 depends on the applied strain AEL. Their results pointed

out that thermal fatigue life of nine different nickel-base alloys strongly

depends upon the strength of the alloy. The data obtained by Lindholm and

Davidson [7] on conventional B-1900, agreed with the previous conclusion. The

dependence of thermal fatigue on strength may not be restricted to superalloys.

Jaske (11] found that in order to correlate in-phase, out-of-phase, and

isothermal fatigue data for a low carbon steel, a knowledge of both cyclic

stress and cyclic strain was necessary. On the basis of stabilized stress range

versus cycles to failure, little difference was observed in the behavior of

specimens subjected to in-phase and out-of-phase cycling. However, the cyclic

hardening characteristics of the alloy tested were very complex, indicating

difficulty in predicting the stabilized stress range.

It thus appears that there is no hard and fast rule for relating the

thermal-mechanical method to isothermal testing. There are many

uncertainties in comparing total endurances only; for example, the number of

cycles to initiation may differ, and cracking may be intergranular in isothermal

tests but transgranular in the cyclic temperature tests. Obviously, low

endurance data will depend on initiation/propagation ratios, ductility,

Including sensitivity to strain rate, hardening behavior, etc. It should be

emphasized that temperature cycling has a marked effect upon the a-E loop

shape and deformation mode. The materials tested may or may not accomodate

differing amounts of deformation before failure, depending upon its

microstructural condition, which in turn is dependent upon the condition of

cyclic deformation and temperature history. This points out the importance of

knowing the temperature and strain history on the instantaneous material

response to assess the kinetic of damage accumulation.
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Base Material Descriotion

The material for this program was taken from a special quality melt of

B- I900+Hf obtained from Certified Alloy Products, Inc., Long Beach, Cal ifornia.

The chemical analysis, heat treatment, and tensile properties are shown in

Tables I and II. The structure of the material was documented in both the as-

cast and fully heat treated conditions. The following observations were made:

The grain size is about 1 to 2 mm (Figure 2a). The replica technique was

used to measure and study the gamma prime (y') size and distribution. The

fully heat treated material showed the y"* size to be about 0.6-0.9 Pm (Figure

2c). The structure has an interdendritic spacing of about 100 Pim and islands

of y'-eutectic surrounded by a zone of fine y' (0.9 im) can be observed (Figure

2b). MC carbides near the coarse y' islands can also be observed.

ApDaratus and Test Conditions

The thermal-mechanical fatigue specimens have a rectangular cross-

section of 11.7 x 4.4 mm 2. The test section of each specimen was polished

with successively finer grades of silicon-carbide paper to produce a bright

finish, with finishing marks parallel to the longitudinal axis of the specimen.

Specimens were degreased with trichlorethylene, followed by reagent grade

acetone before being heated to temperature.

The thermal-mechanical fatigue experiments were conducted using the r .

same basic servocontrolled electrohydraulic test system used for thermal-

mechanical fatigue crack growth [231. Details of the equipment, method of
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heating. gripping and alignment procedure, and general experimental procedures

are given elsewhere [22-231.

Temperature was measured with 0.2 mm diameter chromel-alumel
I.

thermocouples, which were spot welded along the gauge length. By computer

control, the temperature In the gaue length was maintained within ±5'C of the

desired temperature for both axial and transverse directions throughout the
5-

duration of a test. For axial strain measurement. a gauge length of 15 mm was

selected on the middle part of the specimen and a contact type extensometer

was employed. Temperature and mechanical strain were computer-controlled

by the same triangular waveform with In-phase or out-of-phase cycling (see

Figure 3). The mechanical strain was obtained by subtracting the thermal

strain from the total strain. The thermal strain was measured by cycling the

temperature at zero load and stored into the computer. The mechanical strain

(AE..) was maintained constant at each strain level. The mechanical strain

was increased by approximately 10% of its previous value after saturation of

the total stress range. This means that for most strain ranges, more than 250

cycles were performed. The frequency was kept constant at 0.0056 Hz (1/3

cpm) for all strain ranges which resulted In varying the strain rates between

0.002 sec-1 and 0.007 sec- 1.

Results

A. Cyclic Responses

Results of all the experiments conducted In this program are summarized

In Tables 3 and 4, where the mechanical strain range, the number of applied

cycles at each strain range, the Initial and final stress range, and final plastic

strain range are listed for both In-phase and out-of-phase cycling. The plastic
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strain range was taken as the width of the hysteresis loop at zero stress and

therefore includes both time-Independent and time-dependent Inelastic strain

components. Figure 4 shows the thermal strain, the mechanical strain, the

total strain, and the stress amplitude as a function of time (one cycle) for both

In-phase and out-of-phase cycling. From the load-time and mechanical strain

(E)-time curves the hysteresis ioops were obtained.

Even though strain cycling was fully reversed, the stress cycle was not

symmetric about zero because the temperature was different at each extreme

of the cycle. Figure 5 shows examples of the loops obtained for both in-phase

and out-of-phase cycling. For out-of-phase cycling, a positive (tensile) mean

stress Is observed and a negative mean stress is observed for the in-phase

cycling. That is, for the in-phase cycle, the magnitude of peak compressive

stress was greater than the magnitude of peak tensile stress, or Iominl > l mal.

The opposite was true for the out-of-phase cycle where JOmgxl > Itami. Figures

6a and 6b show the type of stress response for in-phase and out-of-phase

cycling at a fixed strain range. Figures 7a and 7b summarized the fatigue

results. From Figures 6 and 7, the following conclusions can be drawn. First,

one can conclude that the mean stress (5) does not vary much with the number

of applied cycles or strain ranges for In-phase cycling. However, 6 does vary

with N and 6E.. for out-of-phase cycling. It is also important to notice that

for similar strain ranges, the absolute value of S is higher for out-of-phase

than for In-phase cycling. Another conclusion that can be drawn is that for all

AE,&E.. in-phase cycling shows 0 max to harden, whereas amin stayed almost

unchanged except at high applied strain range. For out-of-phase cycling, oma,

hardened and amin softened. The softening of amin being more importnt than

the hardening of amex results in a drift of 6 to higher value of tensile stress.

On the other hand, because 0Jmin stayed almost unchanged and am hardened for
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In-phase cycling, the net result Is a softening of the mean stress, that is IC1

decreases.

As stated before, the "saturation" was defined such tt.at the change in

stress range (Ac). In about fIfty cycles, was lower than two percent. The
values of Gmc , 0 min and 5 are plotted against the strain amplitude (AE~m/2) to

obtain the cyclic stress-strain (C55) curves for In-phase and out-or-phase

cycling. These curves are shown in Figure 8 along with the isothermal C55

curves obtained at 871 and 538*C [211. Interesting conclusions can be drawn

- from Figure 8. First, one can see that the CSS curves of in-phase, out-of-phase

and isothermal testing coverage at low AEmw/2 (<0.0012) but diverge as

AEmn/2 increases. At higher AEmc/2 (but lower than 0.28%), the maximum

stress (a.., at 925'C) for in-phase cycling is higher than for isothermal

fatigue at 871 'C. For AEMc/2 > 0.28%, the inverse behavior is observed, that

is, a higher hardening rate for isothermal fatigue than for cmix of in-phase

cycling. The hardening rate of 0 min of in-phase cycling (T = 400C) is identical

to the hardening rate measured for Isothermal fatigue at 538'C. For out-of-

phase cycling, Cmmn (at T = 925"C) also shows a higher hardening rate than

isothermal fatigue at 871 "C (for AEmg./2 < 0.25%), and a lower hardening rate

for A .c/2 0.25% than isothermal fatigue. However, c,,x (T 400"C) for

out-of-phase shows a higher hardening rate than Isothermal fatigue at 538'C.

The hardening behaviors of in-phase and out-of-phase cycling were

compared by plotting cimn of in-phase and l0minl of out-of-phase, both

measured at 925"C (Figure 9). C'min Of in-phase cycling and -cmax of out-of-

phase cycling are also plotted. One can see that the hardening rate at 925"C Is

higher for in-phase (in tension) than for out-of-phase cycling (in compression).

However, the hardening rate at 400'C is higher for out-of-phase cycling (in

tension) than for In-phase cycling (in compression) and Isothermal testing.
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B. Fractographic and TEM Observations
.

*In order to clearly Identify the cracking process, the long transverse and

longitudinal sections perpendicular to the fracture surface were mounted for

metallographic observation. For out-of-phase cycling, multiple cracks were

observed along the gauge length. The propagation path is transgranular

and appears to proceed interdendritically.

Examination of the specimen failed under in-phase cycling, revealing a varying

degree of transgranular and intergranular cracking with a density of

surface cracks much lower than out-of-phase cycling. The fracture path,

* however, appears mainly intergranular. These conclusions were

- supported by SEM fractographic observations.

TEM observations were made on the specimens fatigued to fracture.

Foils were taken parallel to the loading axis and observed with a JEOL IOOCX

operated at 120 KeY. Figures 10 and I I show typical dislocation substructures

obtained under in-phase and out-of-phase conditions. In all cases, coarsening

of the y' phase has taken place, being more pronounced under in-phase

conditions. In some grains of the specimens cycled under in-phase conditions,

directional coarsening (rafting) was observel (Figure 12). Little or no rafting

was observed under out-of-phase cycling. A tight dislocation network

encapsulating the y' (rafted and unraf ted) can be observed in Figures 10 and 12

(in-phase cycling), whereas a looser dislocation network is observed in Figure

1 1 (out-of-phase cycling), as can be seen from the dislocation spacing. These

observations Indicate that the dislocation density Is higher under In-phase than

under out-of-phase cycling. The octahedral active systems were found to be

I1111 I I01, (111[1011 and possibly (11 ][011 In both cases. Three Burgers
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vectors were identified using the Invisibility criterion and assuming that the
dislocations were screw In character. These Burgers vectors are a/2[I 1 01,

a/2[lO1], and a/2[101] indicating that at least three slip systems were

operative. Comparison with specimens failed under isothermal cycling [211 -

shows that the dislocation density ranked in increasing order; isothermal (Tmin

and Tmx) out-of-phase, and in-phase cycling.

Di ion

The above results show that the two major microstructural features are:

(I) changes in y" precipitate morphology (Figures 10- 12), and (2) introduction

of a dislocation network about the y' precipitates. It is well known [24-251

that coarsening of the y' precipitates influences the mechanical behavior of

nickel-base alloys. The task at hand is to separate the relative contribution of

each structural feature to the cyclic behavior. In what follows, we will show

that the increase in the cyclic flow stress during in-phase cycling is due to

dislocation networks surrounding the y', and the lower flow stress under out-

of-phase cycling and pronounced softening behavior (Figure 6b) Is a

consequence of not only the dislocation networks strengthening, but also of the

directional strain field around the y' precipitates.

Cyclic Hardening/5oftening Behavior

It is generally accepted that coherent particles can be sheared by

dislocations and consequently, the work done In forcing the first dislocations

through the particles will be Important In determining the flow stress. The

resistance to shear is governed by several factors:
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I. The Interaction of the cutting dislocation with the stress field of the

precipitates.

2. If the lattice parameters of matrix and precipitate differ, then during

shearing of the particles, misfit dislocations must be created at the

precipitate-matrix Interface. The magnitude of the Burgers vector of the

Interface dislocation will be the difference between the Burgers vector of the

slip dislocation in the matrix and in the precipitate, i.e., (bm-bp).

3. If the matrix and precipitate possess different atomic volumes, a

hydrostatic interaction would be expected between a moving dislocation and

the precipitate.

In the case of superalloys with hfgh volume fraction of y' (>50%), y'-

shearing is the primary strengthening mechanism. With the mean free edge-to-

edge distance in the matrix between the precipitates being smaller than the

average precipitate size itself, dislocation shearing of the particle is favored

over dislocation looping around the particles.

As previously mentioned, coarsening and rafting of y' develop in this

alloy. This feature can be attributed to the large lattice misfit (misfit

- -0.25% [26]), which generates sufficient interfacial strain to produce misfit

dislocations at elevated temperature. Significant deformation can occur only

by dislocation penetration of the y" phase and It is postulated that the misfit

dislocation nets at the interface retards this process. Therefore, more

hardening should be expected when rafting takes place because the dislocation ,

networks surrounding the y' are more Intense (see Figures 10 & 12). On the

other hand, It has been shown by Shah and Duhl [27] that the flow stress

decreases as y' size increases provided the cubic shape of the y' is conserved.

These two superimposed phenomena, wIth opposite effects with regard to the

flow stress, determine the apparent flow stress. Figure 6 shows that the
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maximum stress (a..) of In-phase cycling (T,,.) display continuous hardening

With little appearance of stabilization. On the Other hand, the amin curve or

out-of -phase (T..) displays continuous softening. This behavior has been

previously observed on B- I9OO+Hf cycled in Tr-F [28] where continuous
hardening or am= and softening or 0mtn. occurred until final fracture without

evidence of saturation. This raises the question of the validity of the strain 0

1

increment technique for measuring the CSS curves of low stacking-fault energy

materials where continuous hardening (or softening) is observed until fracture

[28-30] at low applied strain. This behavior is usually rationalized in terms of
planar configuration of dislocations [29, 31]. At high strain, where cross-slip

takes place, saturation of the CSS curves is observed. Although B- 1 900Hf is

also a low stacking fault energy material, the planar configuration of

dislocation alone cannot explain the observed cyclic hardening/softening

behavior (Figure 6).

At high temperature (T 600C) the f low stress depends on the APB

energy and thermally activated cross slip of the glide dislocations [27, 321.

The directionality of the internal stress field around the y' is small because

thermal activation is important. Therefore, the flow stress will depend on the

factors controlling the internal stress. The density of misfit dislocations

around the y particles, which depends on the y size and shape (raft), affect

the flow stress because it controls the internal stress on the glide

dislocations. On the other hand, when coarsening takes place, the particle

spacing increases, which leads to weakening because of the increased

probability of avoiding shearing by Orowan-type mechanisms [341. Under in-

phase cycling, coarsening of the y" takes place along with rafting, leading to

high density of misfit dislocations without significant increase In

Interparticle spacing (Figure 12). The net result is an increase in the flow
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stress because the internal stress Increases raster than the relaxation time 9,

required by the glide dislocation to overcome the barrier created by the misfit %

dislocations. During out-of-phase cycling, Isotropic coarsening takes place

leading to a smaller Increase of misfit dislocations and a more significant

Increase of y' particle spacing. The net result Is a decrease in flow stress.

At low temperature the directionality of the resultant stress field

around the y' particles will also contribute to the internal stress acting on the

glide dislocations [26, 27, 33]. With coarsening, the hydrostatic tensile stress

field around the y' increases and that is one of the reasons why misfit

dislocations are required. It is well known that the resistance to the

movement of glide dislocation, i.e., the functional force, increases with

increasing hydrostatic stress (351. Therefore, the superposition of an external

hydrostatic stress field will increase or decrease the flow stress depending on

the magnitude and sign of the applied stress. If an external tensile stress field

is applied, the frictional stresses increase and so does the flow stress. This A

corresponds to the out-of-phase cycling case where the applied stresses are ",

tensile at low temperature (see Figure 6b). When the applied stress field in

compressive, the flow stress decreases or remains unchanged, depending on the

magnitude of the net stress field (33]. During in-phase cycling, the stresses

are compressive at Tmin and cancelled with the hydrostatic tensile stress field

around the y'. The net result is that the frictional forces on the glide

dislocation are lower and the flow stress does not change much as cycling

proceeds and coarsening takes place (at Trx), as can be seen in Figure 6a.
-A

To fully understand the flow behavior with change in sign of the applied
,99,

stress, we must also consider the resolved constriction stress of partial
dislocations (27, 32]. The direction of the glide force per unit length, FA, will

reverse upon reversing the applied stress, o [271. While this has no physical
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meaning in a macroscopic sense, since it only alters the direction of glide for a

particular dislocation, reversing the direction or the glide forces acting on the

partial dislocation,it leads to a distinctly different physical situation. The

resulting force tends to constrict the partials under an applied tensile stress

and extend them under a compressive stress [27]. Since constriction of the

partials is required by the cross-slip process, the flow stress appears stronger

in tension than in compression where the extended partials retard cross-slip

activity. The previous argument Implies that the flow behavior of B-1900+Hf

is governed by octahedral slip activity. If such is the case, the flow stress can

be written as

aa (/R + I X), ()

where R is the particle size and X the mean free distance between the two

constricted nodes where the cross-slip event occurs (271. At high temperature,

X Is always smaller than R and the flow stress is governed by the dislocation

network and internal stress which fixed X [27, 361. At low temperature, the

flow stress depends on which of these two parameters (R, X) is the smallest.

If a tensile stress is applied, the partials tend to be constricted and the mean

free distance between cross-slip event decreases. If a compressive stress Is

applied, the partials are pulled further apart (X increases), and the flow stress

Is controlled by R, the particle size.

Cyclic Stress-Strain Behavior

The cyclic stress-strain curves (Figures 7,8 and 9) show that the flow

stress, as a function of the strain amplitude (AEL/2), is higher for in-phase 'U

than out-of-phase or isothermal cycling at the maximum temperature (Tmj,).

This Is consistent with the fact that dislocation density Increases In the order

of Isothermal, out-of-phase and in-phase cycling (see Figures 10-12). At low
015
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temperature (Tm), because cross-slip is a function of the magnitude and sign

of applied stress, the flow stress is higher under out-of-phase cycling than

under in-phase or isothermal cycling (see Figure 9).

The issue that needs to be addressed now is the cracking mode.

Fracture is transgranular and proceeds

interdentritically in out-of-phase cycling and intergranularly under in-phase

cycling conditions. As expected, fracture is controlled by the favored mode of

rupture in the tensile part of the cycle. Under in-phase cycling, tension occurs

at high temperature where the cohesive strength of the grain boundary is low,

which obviously promotes intergranular cracking. During out-of-phase cycling,

the specimen is under tensile loading at low temperature and the weakest

transgranular features (carbide film, secondary dendrites, inclusion stringers,

etc.) control the rupture mode. The fact that the fracture mode depends on the

maximum tensile stress, rather than on a critical plastic strain range,

suggests that the failure criteria for B-1900 Hf is stress-based rather than

strain-dependent. In other words, the testing condition (temperature and

strain relationship) leading to the maximum tensile stress, will determine the

number of cycles to initiation and the propagation rates.

As mentioned earlier, the major critical turbine components operate

under strain-controlled conditions and, more specifically, under displacement-

control. The stresses are not known a priori. Therefore, if the failure criteria

in B-1900+Hf is stress-dependent, the relative crack growth rates for a given
crack length can be determined from the CSS curves. At

low strain amplitude (<0.25%) the stress range for TMF cycling is higher than

for isothermal fatigue. Consequently, faster crack growth rates should be

obtained for TMF cycling 1371. Under fully plastic conditions (AEt/2 > 0.25%),

the isothermal stress range is higher than the stress
016
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ranges obtained under TMF cycling and faster crack growth rates are expected

under isothermal cycling (T,,).

The cyclic stress-strain behavior under TMF cycling differs from the

isothermal behavior and shows more hardening, both on a high and low

temperature basis. This Indicates that it Is difficult to predict the cyclic

stress-strain behavior under realistic conditions (Figure 1 ) from isothermal

data. The synergistic coupling between the cyclic strains and temperatures

cannot be ignored.

It was shown that the cyclic flow stress at elevated temperature (Tm)

Is primarily controlled by the density of misfit dislocations, which depends on

the amount of isotropic and directional coarsening. At low temperature (Tmn)

* the flow stress is controlled by the directionality of the stress field around

the y, the magnitude of which depends on the sign of the applied stress. The

cracking modes observed have indicated that TMF fracture is controlled by a

critical tensile stress (cc) rather than a critical tensile strain. The

implication of these results on the propagation rates was discussed.
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zones of y' (1 OX), (c) y' size (3350X).
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(b) out-of-phase.
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(a) in-phase, (b) out-of-phase.
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under in-phase and out-of -phase cycling.
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and out-of-phase cycling.
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Figure 10. Typical dislocation substructures obtained under
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Figure 11. Typical dislocation substructures obtained under
out-of -ph~ase cycling.

Figure 12. Directional coarsening of the y'-phase during in-phase
cyclIing.
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Table 1

a) Chemical Composition (at %)

C Cr Co Mo Al Ti Ta B Zr Fe W Nb Bi Pb Hf Ni

.09 7.72 9.91 5.97 6.07 0.99 4.21 0.016 0.04 0.17 0.04 0.08 0.1 0.1 1.19 Remainder

b) Heat Treatment

Temperature ('C) Time (hr) Quench

1080 4 air cool

900 10 air cool

Table 2

Tensile Properties

Temperature ExlO 3  0.20' Yield UTS Elong RA(0C) (min - 1) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) C" ()

RT 0.005 187.5 714 - 4.9 5.9

260 0.005 169.6 702 888 8.3 10.7

538 0.005 149.6 727 - - -

649 0.005 143.4 701 - 7.7 7.2

760 0.005 146.8 709 950 7.9 8.4

871 0.005 138.9 633 785 5.7 6.1

982 0.005 123.4 345 480 7.1 6.9
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Table 3

.5,

Summary of Thermal-Mechanical Testing (In-Phase)

t i f pf
() (MPa) (MPa) f

0.2000 347 328 356 0.000

0.2515 337 426 436 0.000

0.3030 55 527 524 0.000

0.3580 388 611 620 0.000

0.3830 490 657 664 0.005

0.4075 303 706 708 0.0120

0.4330 340 745 748 0.0150

0.4525 280 777 782 0.0275

0.4825 160 831 842 0.0475

0.5650 54 862 880 0.0700
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Tabl e 4 :

Summary of the Thermal-Mechanical Testing
(Out-of-Phase)

Is..

t 1LS Sf -Pf

(%)(MPa) f(MP a)

0.1765 475 304 310 0.0000

0.1925 426 450 369 0.0000

0.2155 312 416 408 0.0000

0.2500 360 460 455 0.0000

0.2760 260 492 485 0.0030

0.2880 274 565 55- 0.0080

0.3280 274 605 585 0.0120

0.3655 316 650 640 0.0075

*0.4040 374 711 684 0.0145

*0.4375 326 754 745 0.0145

0.4675 222 794 787 0.0325

0.5375 142 885 876 0.0485

0.6000 60 981 958 0.0880
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TI ME

Figure 1. Stress-strain temperature cycle experienced by
turbine components.
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Figure 2. Micro-structure of 8- 1 9OO+Hf fully heat treated:
(a) Grain size (Z.IX), (b) dendritic structure and two
zones of y' IlOOX), (c) y' size (3350X).
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Figure 4. Stress, mechanical strain, thermal strain, and total

*strain as a function of time (one cycle): (a) in-phase,
(b) out-of -phase.
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Figure 5. Typical hysteresis loop obtained under TIF conditions:
(a) in-phase, (b) out-of-phase-
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Figure 7. Summary of the cyclic hardening behaviors for in-phase '
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CYCLIC STRESS-STRAIN CURVES
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Figure 10. Typical dislocation substructures obtained under
in-phase cycling.
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Figure 11. Typical dislocation substructures obtained under
out-of -phase cycling.
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Appendix E Summary of the Test Results
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